**Description**

I installed GhostBSD 18.10rc2 and I noticed that firefox-i18n is not working.

First part: there is no locale switcher addon listed in addons page. Even after installing it from addons.mozilla.org, locale switching is busted.

Only workaround? Grab the needed xpi, install it and add this line in about:config web page:

```plaintext
intl.locale.requested ; value with your locale.
```

**History**

#1 - 10/25/2018 07:11 PM - ericbsd

That might could FreeBSD ports related and not GhostBSD I look myself it is not there.

#2 - 04/03/2019 09:02 PM - ericbsd

- Target version deleted (GhostBSD 18.10)

#3 - 02/15/2020 02:18 PM - ericbsd

- Status changed from New to Closed

FreeBSD dropped the supports of this noting to do